CRIMINAL INTENT ANTI THESIS
Directed by Adam Bernstein. With Vincent D'Onofrio, Kathryn Erbe, Jamey Sheridan, Courtney B. Vance. A university
president is killed and the suspects include.

Nicole Wallace: It took you that long to catch one? Among con artists, a "mark" is the target of a con, while in
British and possibly Australian slang, a "Bailey" is a bathing suit, or swimming costume. Nicole Wallace: That
'big detective' is smart. In this episode we learn that Goren was born on 20 August , and his Social Security
number is Robert Goren: Well, that's very funny, professor. Harvard University 's undergraduate student
newspaper, The Harvard Crimson, suggested in October that the episode's premise was lifted from the
nationally-publicized, real-life squabble between HU president Lawrence Summers and African-American
Studies Professor Cornel West. After all legal options had been exhausted, the chance discovery of a piece of
Azaria's clothing in an area full of dingo lairs led to Lindy Chamberlain's release from prison, on
"compassionate grounds. Behind her, Bobby blinks as if coming out of a daze. Like West, the fictional
Professor Roland Sanders of the history wears an afro haircut and goatee, teaches American Studies, and is
criticized by fictional Professor Winthrop for releasing a rap album. In the episode, Winthrop quotes a line of
dialogue almost identical to a sentence attributed to Summers. Michael was convicted as an accessory after the
fact and given a suspended sentence. Well, Eames, our resident fashion expert, of course! Which brings us to.
In his defense, maybe it was a daytime ceremony! I'm shocked. Shoe shopping! Not even detectives. Nicole
name dropped a couple of opera people and Bobby was a goner. Alex Eames: to Goren about Wallace What'd
you think, she'd have scones and a glass of sherry for us? Goren better watch his bank account, he was born
August 20, This episode shares some similarities with the Charles Sobhraj case. It's that big detective; he
noticed them. He also visits his mother once a week, and talks to her every day. The name "Mark Bayley" may
be a play on words. Recent deadly dingo attacks in other areas of Australia have strengthened the case for the
dingo theory. In later episodes we learn that their relationship is somewhat troubled. Nicole and Goren are off
on cloud nine together, but Eames breaks the spell and gets down to business. After the Azaria Chamberlain
disappearance in the s the story of dingoes carrying away infants became an urban legend. But Eames brings
him back down to earth in the last line of the episode. Nicole Wallace: Nothing is ever just something. Robert
O. And they speak to each other in a high-literate language only they understand. His Social Security number
is Alex: Men only let two kinds of women buy shoes for them, their mommies and their significant others.

